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Science teacher orientations and PCK across science topics in
grade 9 earth science
Todd Campbella, Wayne Melvilleb and Dawne Goodwina

aCurriculum and Instruction, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT, USA; bFaculty of Education, Lakehead
University, Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada

ABSTRACT
While the literature is replete with studies examining teacher
knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), few
studies have investigated how science teacher orientations (STOs)
shape classroom instruction. Therefore, this research explores the
interplay between a STOs and the topic specificity of PCK across
two science topics within a grade 9 earth science course. Through
interviews and observations of one teacher’s classroom across two
sequentially taught, this research contests the notion that
teachers hold a single way of conceptualising science teaching
and learning. In this, we consider if multiple ontologies can
provide potential explanatory power for characterising
instructional enactments. In earlier work with the teacher in this
study, using generic interview prompts and general discussions
about science teaching and learning, we accepted the existence
of a unitary STO and its promise of consistent reformed
instruction in the classroom. However, upon close examination of
instruction focused on different science topics, evidence was
found to demonstrate the explanatory power of multiple
ontologies for shaping characteristically different epistemological
constructions across science topics. This research points to the
need for care in generalising about teacher practice, as it reveals
that a teacher’s practice, and orientation, can vary, dependent on
the context and science topics taught.
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This research seeks to challenge and further develop an understanding of the interdepen-
dence of two key aspects of pedagogical content knowledge (PCK): science teacher orien-
tations (STOs) and the topic specificity of PCK, especially as it relates to teachers’ practice
in classrooms (Abell, 2007; Magnusson, Krajcik, & Borko, 1999). One of the most influ-
ential models of PCK for science teaching can be found in Magnusson et al. (1999). In
their conceptualisation, PCK includes orientations towards teaching science, or what
would later be referred to as STOs, which shape, and are shaped by, knowledge of (a)
the science curriculum, (b) students’ understanding of science, (c) instructional strategies,
and (d) assessment of science literacy. In Magnusson et al.’s (1999) conceptualisation of
PCK, orientations towards teaching science was understood as a teacher’s ‘general way
of viewing or conceptualizing science teaching’ (p. 97). Friedrichsen, Van Driel, and
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Abell (2011) proposed a further refinement to Magnusson et al. (1999) conceptualisation
of orientations towards teaching science in order to address a lack of clarity within the
model with respect to how researchers characterised and applied teacher orientations in
their attempts to understand how orientations shaped planning and instruction. The
clarity provided by Friedrichsen et al.’s model of STOs related to how it was conceptual-
ised, and could be applied, and led to our adoption of this model in our previous research
(Campbell, Longhurst, Duffy, Wolf, & Shelton, 2013; Campbell, ZuWallack, Longhurst,
Shelton, & Wolf, 2014). In this current research, we have again adopted their model
with its proposed three dimensions of STOs which include ‘[1] beliefs about the goals
and purposes of science teaching, [2] beliefs about the nature of science, and [3] beliefs
about science teaching and learning’ (Friedrichsen et al., 2011. p. 373) in an attempt to
understand how these dimensions might come together as a lens through which teachers
view and shape classroom instruction. In taking this stance, however, we find ourselves
contesting the notion that teachers hold a single way of conceptualising science teaching
and learning, or unitary ontology, that we (Campbell et al., 2013), and others have (e.g.
Friedrichsen et al., 2008; Schwartz & Gwekwerere, 2007), somewhat by default, attributed
to STOs. While we recognise that much of the literature in science education that focuses
on STOsmakes mention of the multiplicity involved in considering this key aspect of PCK,
it seems that this multiplicity is often set aside in the reported literature (e.g. Kapyla, Heik-
kinen, & Asunta, 2009). Rather, research findings in this area seem to ascribe what might
be taken as a unitary ontology for teaching science (Campbell et al., 2014; Roehrig & Luft,
2004, 2006). Put more succinctly, researchers examining STOs have failed to consider that
a given teacher might have more than one orientation to teaching science. Instead,
researchers have assumed that a given teacher has a single orientation to teaching
science, regardless of the content or topic being taught, and that this orientation
informs their teaching practice. An example of this can be seen in our own work as we
developed STO profiles to consider how dimensions of STOs push or pull on one
another to shape teachers’ beliefs (Campbell et al., 2013, 2014). In this work, we recognise
that our lack of consideration of the potential for STOs to fluidly change as teachers
engage in their work has, even if only by omission, painted a picture of a unitary ontology
related to STOs.

Beyond a focus on STOs, researchers in science education have also sought to clarify the
topic specificity of PCK. In this, researchers (Abell, 2007; Hashweh, 2005; Kind, 2009; Van
Driel & Berry, 2012) have synthesised the literature to document how PCK is both topic-
and situation-specific. In this, they have revealed how instruction within disciplines (i.e. at
the topic-level) can vary. Collectively, we believe that the discussion of the variability
related to teachers’ STOs and the topic specificity of PCK could potentially explain the
dearth of literature relating to how STOs (Abell, 2007; Friedrichsen et al., 2011) shape
classroom instruction.

Given this, this current research sought to provide additional clarity related to STOs
and PCK topic specificity, by examining a potentially promising theoretical framework
that has not, to date, been applied in efforts to explain the potential multiplicity of
STOs. More specifically, resource activation as a model of cognition (Hammer, Elby,
Scherr, & Redish, 2005) was taken up in this current research, since it was seen as a poten-
tially promising theoretical framework that could contribute significantly for moving the
literature related to teacher knowledge and PCK forward. Given this, the following
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research question was explored: To what extent does the resource activation model of cog-
nition help explain the application of orientations and topic-specific PCK by a grade 9
science teacher across topics in earth science?

Theoretical frameworks and empirical groundings

The theoretical framework and empirical grounding for this research were constructed by
first relying on the notion of framing as a mechanism for conceptualising what compels
teachers to activate various resources in shaping instruction. This is logically followed
by connecting framing to resource activation as a model of cognition that might
provide explanatory power for understanding the resources teacher activate to shape
instruction. Especially relevant to this framework is how resource activation can be under-
stood in terms of coherence, epistemic fragmentation and stability, and idiosyncrasy
related to how teachers activate STOs and PCK topic specificity, or in the case of this
research, science topics taught in the grade 9 earth science. More about each of these indi-
vidual theoretical perspectives and their relation within the theoretical framework for this
current research are elaborated next.

Framing

In seeking to address our research question, we are drawing on the integrative power of
framing: ‘the set of simple elements that organize the perception of a given situation’
(Davis & Russ, 2015, p. 223). Frames are similar to the ‘epistemic stances’ of Bromme
and Goldman (2014, p. 59), in that they provide teachers with a knowledge structure
for understanding science and their roles and actions that shape instruction. Russ and
Luna (2013) provide one example of evidence for the power of framing as they reveal
how the particular framing a high school biology teacher used to organise her perceptions
of a given situation activated different sets of knowledge resources that shaped instruction.
In this, framing can be considered a ‘set of expectations an individual has about the situ-
ation in which she finds herself that affect what she notices and how she thinks to act’
(Hammer et al., 2005, p. 96). Framing can be considered as ‘the activation of a locally
coherent set of resources, where… the activations are mutually consistent and reinforcing’
(Hammer et al., 2005, p. 99). More specifically related to teaching, framing is both
dynamic and tacit, meaning that much of how framing activates teacher’s professional
knowledge is (at least initially) masked: ‘[t]eachers are not used to articulating their prac-
tical knowledge: they are more in a “doing” environment, than in a “knowing” environ-
ment’ (Van Driel, Beijaard, & Verloop, 2001, p. 142). The work to unmask teachers’
knowledge, and consequently understand how they make sense of the contexts in which
they work, has been a focus of much research over the past decade (Davis & Russ,
2015). Given that framing is intimately bound to the dynamic interactions between tea-
chers and their students in different contexts as they consider the material world,
various cultures that interact with their work, their social interactions, and the differences
between science topics they are teaching, framing by teachers can be seen as a ‘process of
regular and mutual negotiation of interaction’ (Davis & Russ, 2015, p. 228). It is this
process of negotiation that suggests that framing sets the stage for resource activation
as a model of cognition that leads to the integration of STO and the topic specificity of
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PCK in ways that give rise to cognitive states. Further in this exploratory research, we
propose that through examining the interaction between this framing and cognitive
states we can deepen our understanding of teachers and teaching. This leads us to describe
the logical connection between framing and resource activation as a model of cognition
taken up next.

Resource activation as a model of cognition for understanding PCK

In our work to date, we have – uncritically – accepted the idea that teachers with a
reformed orientation to science teaching and learning would hold that orientation consist-
ently across all topics that they taught (Campbell et al., 2014). The capacity, and ability, to
teach from a reformed orientation would, we believed, be transferrable between topics;
transfer being ‘the ability to extend what has been learned in one context to new contexts’
(Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999, p. 51). However, such a stance is open to challenge,
on the grounds that it signifies ‘knowledge or ability as a thing that an individual acquires
in one context and may or may not bring to another’ (Hammer et al., 2005, p. 92, emphasis
in original). To describe a ‘particular piece of knowledge as an intact cognitive unit is to
ascribe to a unitary ontology’ (Hammer et al., 2005, p. 92). However, if knowledge and
abilities are conceptualised from a manifold ontology, then they are comprised of
‘many fine-grained resources that may be activated or not in any particular context’
(Hammer et al., 2005, p. 92). Under a manifold conceptualisation of ontology, learning
is not the acquisition of unitary cognitive objects, but a cognitive state in which the
learner activates multiple cognitive resources related to the context. When confronted
with a new context (e.g. teaching different science topics), a teacher would not transfer
an intact cognitive object. Instead, a teacher would activate a variety of resources that
may or may not be similar to a previous cognitive state (i.e. collection of resources acti-
vated in the previous context), depending on the extent to which there is compatibility
between the different science topics in the new context, and depending on notions of
coherence, epistemic fragmentation and stability, and idiosyncrasy explicated next.

Coherence, epistemic fragmentation and stability, and idiosyncrasy.

Coherence as conceptualised in this research is concerned with logical connections and
consistency that exists between the resources teachers activate as they think about, con-
struct, and enact instruction. As an example, we documented the logical connections
and consistency between the STO beliefs teachers held as we constructed STO profiles
in our earlier research (Campbell et al., 2013, 2014). In this earlier work, we found coher-
ence in how teachers, whose beliefs about science teaching and learning were characterised
as traditional and reliant on a focus on information and transmission, also held naïve
beliefs about the nature of science that focused on students getting the ‘right answers’.
Additionally, these teachers held beliefs about the goals, or purposes, of science teaching
characterised as being focused exclusively on ‘the canon of orthodox natural science, that
is, the products, while little to no emphasis… [was] placed on the “processes of science
itself”… [or the how science might be leveraged for] “social purposes”’ (Roberts, 2007,
pp. 2–3). What was under-examined in this previous research on STOs, however, was
the extent to which coherence in teachers’ beliefs were established relative to the
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various science topics these teachers taught. Given that teachers have different experiences
with, and levels of expertise, across the topics that they teach, and that there can be
fundamental differences across these science topics, it is unrealistic to expect that a tea-
cher’s orientation could be fully, and consistently, coherent across the entirety of their
teaching practice. To argue for such a consistency would be to ascribe ‘stable, robust,
context-independent concepts or intuitive theories’ (Elby, 2010, p. 1) to a teacher.
Instead, Elby (2010) and Hammer et al. (2005) suggests that resource activation is only
locally coherent, being reliant on a ‘context-dependent activation of finer-grained knowl-
edge elements that are more loosely organized than “theories”’ (Elby, 2010, p. 1). Given
this, it is expected that as teachers resource activations are examined across contexts
(e.g. science topics they teach) epistemic fragmentation and stability, as well as idiosyn-
crasy, would become apparent.

More specifically, relative to considering epistemic fragmentation and stability, from
the perspective of a manifold ontology, epistemic resources are fragmented, and their acti-
vation is dependent on topic-specific circumstances. Here, epistemic resources are under-
stood as the wide variety of resources individuals use for constructing knowledge (Redish,
2004). In the case of this research specifically, epistemic resources would be those
resources teachers use to construct knowledge about teaching and learning. If the acti-
vation of resources is ‘mutually reinforced by each other and/or contextual cues’, the
result is a stable network of resources that is ‘locally coherent’ (Elby, 2010, p. 15). By
stable, we mean the structural cognitive relationship between the person (i.e. teacher) acti-
vating resources and each topic, a relationship developed over time and through repeated
activations of the same epistemic resources. Through these passive, repeated activations,
the resources ‘can become established to the point that it becomes a kind of cognitive
topic, and so a kind of resource in its own right’ (Hammer et al., 2005, p. 19).

However, within resource activation, there is a recognition that teacher cognition and
subsequently teacher professional learning are complex and must take into account the
idiosyncrasy of teachers’ coherence seeking (Hammer & Sikorsky, 2015). This complexity
arises through, among other things, the idiosyncratic thinking that teachers engage in, and
the ideas that they hold, based on their unique past and present experiences within the
world. Ultimately, the notion of idiosyncrasy within resource activation points to the
dynamic, not static, ways in which resources are activated as teachers pursue, assess,
and refine their ideas, as well as the coherence among their ideas over time. In this, idio-
syncrasy is understood as teachers’ coherence seeking in how they dynamically activate
resources in context-specific ways as they recursively make sense of the similarities and
differences of contexts and take up new ideas that influence these perspectives.

Methodology and method

This article is based on our work with a secondary science teacher in the western United
States. In the five years before this particular research, the participant and the first author
engaged in approximately 240 hours of professional development work together. The
results of this previous research work were published in 2013 and 2014 (Campbell
et al., 2013, 2014). This long period of shared work is important in building up the
level of trust that facilitates, and supports, our investigation into the intensely personal
nature of this teacher’s work. Based on the previous work, and the trust that has developed,
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we believe that a narrative methodology was appropriate, given that narrative is ‘increas-
ingly seen as crucial to the study of teachers’ thinking, culture and behavior’ (Zembylas,
2003, p. 214).

The specific narrative methods that we employed were narrative analysis and analysis
of narratives strategies, which are described by Polkinghorne (1995). Under the narrative
analysis strategy, the previous research work constructed a narrative conceived of as a
standards-based reform teacher orientation profile (Campbell et al., 2014). This narrative
described the way that the three-dimensions of STOs coalesced to shape an individual tea-
cher’s STO. In the previous research, Max (a pseudonym) stood out as the only participant
whose beliefs informed the construction of the reformed orientation. While he indicated a
reform orientation to his teaching, no previous attempts were made to observe his teach-
ing (Campbell et al., 2014).

With our evolving understanding of the topic specificity of PCK and epistemic
resources, we began to consider the extent to which Max’s identified orientation was
reflected in his classroom instruction. This reconsideration is important since researchers
have noted the dearth of literature investigating the interplay between STOs and classroom
practices when teaching specific content (Abell, 2007; Friedrichsen et al., 2011). This rein-
terpretation of the narrative utilises the analysis of narrative method outlined by Polkin-
ghorne (1995). Under this a priori strategy, the narrative of the standards-based reform
teacher orientation profile was to be analysed using concepts ‘derived from previous
theory… and applied to the data to determine whether instances of these concepts are
to be found’ (Polkinghorne, 1995, p. 13). The three concepts that have been used in
this work are STOs (Friedrichsen et al., 2011), the topic specificity of PCK (Hashweh,
2005), and the manifold ontology of knowledge and activation of cognitive resources
(Hammer et al., 2005). To pursue this strategy, however, required the collection of data
such as classroom observations of Max’s teaching and a more forensic understanding of
his topic-specific STOs.

Data collection

To pursue this line of inquiry, we required four additional sources of data; three interviews
and the video recording of two topics of classroom instruction. Each of the three inter-
views was conducted through a webconference platform by the first author at a time of
Max’s choosing, and lasted approximately 90 minutes. The interview sessions were
recorded and transcribed verbatim. To clarify any issues that were raised, Max was pro-
vided with the interview transcripts and opportunities were made available for further
discussion.

The first interview was a semi-structured interview intended to triangulate, or
contest, the STO previously developed for Max. According to Patton (2002, p. 343), a
semi-structured interview allows the interviewer to ‘explore, probe, and ask questions
that will elucidate and illuminate that particular subject’. The questions were developed
for this interview to elicit Max’s topic-specific beliefs about the goals of science teaching
and learning, the nature of science, and science teaching and learning (Friedrichsen
et al., 2011). The questions for the interview were provided to Max before the interview
in order to give him an opportunity to prepare focused responses and concrete examples
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(Seidman, 2013). The following interview questions are representative of the questions
designed to elicit Max’s beliefs related to his STO:

(1) What do you think is most important for students to learn in your class? (Beliefs)
(2) To what extent do you agree with the following statement: ‘science is objective’

(Nature of Science)
(3) Describe what you would see as effective teaching in science? (Teaching and Learning)

Working from this initial interview, we recorded two topics of classroom instruction
with Max teaching a Grade 9 science class, in order to better understand the relationship
between his identified STO and his enacted classroom practices. It should be noted that
Max taught Grade 9 in a middle school. The course focused on Earth Science. More
specifically, the course focused on a range of different science topics (e.g. ranging
from a focus on the physical processes that shape earth’s systems to socio-scientific
issues related to the use of and human dependency on earth’s resources). The elicitation
of video data that works in concert with interview data can be instrumental in prompting
discussion, recall and reflection around a social phenomenon (Roth, 2007). Specifically,
we recorded a pollution unit that lasted nine days and a subsequent oceanography
unit that lasted seven days. It should be noted that the typical classroom period across
the two units and 16 days observed was approximately 60 minutes (i.e. class periods
at the school were 50 minutes on Mondays–Wednesdays & 90 minutes on Thursdays
& Fridays). These recordings gave us access to his classroom instruction to compare
to his STO identified in the initial interview. Related to the recordings, only one
digital recording device was used. However, because a videographer was available, differ-
ent groups of students were captured on video interacting with Max, which provided a
more representative sampling of how he interacted with student groups in the classroom.

The need for a second, unplanned, interview emerged from the analysis of these video
recordings. The initial analyses of the classroom videos appeared to reveal an anomaly:
while Max’s initial interview seemed to triangulate a standards-based reform teacher orien-
tation, that orientation only appeared to significantly influence the teaching of the
Pollution topic. This observation prompted a consideration of his perceptions of the
topic-specific content, and his experiences teaching these topics. These considerations,
our previous work, and associated readings led us to develop the research question that
formed the basis of this article, and to develop a series of semi-structured interview ques-
tions for our final (i.e. third) planned interview.

As with the first interview, the third interview used a semi-structured interview
format with question crafted to provide us with a strategy for understanding Max’s
STOs, his PCK, and the activation of cognitive resources when teaching different
science topics.

All research activity was conducted in accordance with the ethics requirements of each
author’s university. Max was also given an opportunity to critique drafts of this article.

Analysis

In terms of operationalising our analysis, all three researchers independently reviewed the
interview transcripts for three main concepts driving our inquiry. More specifically, as we
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examined the first and third interviews, we looked for statements that were thought to
reveal instances that could inform the re-examination of the STO profile that was pre-
viously constructed (Campbell et al., 2014). Additionally, we examined these interviews
to look for statements that might give insight into the topic specificity of PCK (e.g. state-
ments that might reveal how Max thought differently about the science topics and how
this might have shaped his instruction). Finally, we examined the interviews to identify
statements that might reveal how different cognitive resources were being activated in
different contexts, particularly as Max described the pollution unit in comparison to the
oceanography unit.

With respect to analysis of the recordings of classroom instruction, two of the three
researchers reviewed the corpus of the video recordings to identify instances of the
three concepts. The third researcher (i.e. second author) followed this, by reviewing all
instances of the three concepts previously identified by the two other researchers. In ana-
lysing the classroom instruction, Max’s statements and actions related to the three con-
cepts were identified. The individual reviews of the data (both interview and classroom
video) were compared at the time of analysis and debated, in order to identify the
salient examples of the concepts and the linkages that bound them.

Finally, we believe that our work is trustworthy, based on the criteria established by
Lincoln and Guba (1985). Our peer debriefings have been extensive, as detailed in our
analysis of the data. Furthermore, having worked with Max for over six years gives us con-
fidence in the integrity of the observations and the verisimilitude of Max’s member checks.
As an example, Max was asked in the final interview to review short classroom video epi-
sodes from the pollution and oceanography units to describe the reasons for his statements
and actions during instruction. Through this process, Max was able to provide additional
insight into the inferences we were making about specific parts of instruction we found to
be different across the units, while at the same time helping to inform the interpretation of
these statements and actions in ways that we might not have considered or that might have
gone unnoticed.

Findings

This research investigated the impact that STOs have on instructional practice, and pro-
vides evidence that challenges our original understandings of a unitary ontology for
science teaching. The research provides evidence to suggest that STOs may be perceived
as both topic-specific and dependent upon the differing activation of resources for each
topic. Our reporting of the findings here is organised chronologically to reveal our
interpretation of the data as it emerged. Our original understanding of Max, drawn
from data gathered from our previous research (Campbell et al., 2013, 2014) and triangu-
lated in the first interview, was that he demonstrated what we previously described as a
standards-based reform teacher orientation. However, in his practice, as exhibited in the
videos from his classroom across two topics of instruction, the instruction appears to
be aptly described as reformed in the pollution topic, but more traditional when teaching
the oceanography topic (Luft & Roehrig, 2007). More explication of this is chronologically
depicted in the presentation of our findings.
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A unitary ontology for teaching science

From our previous research, Max was termed as having a standards-based reform teacher
orientation (Campbell et al., 2014), which was described as follows:

In this orientation, the participant held beliefs consistent…with a more holistic commit-
ment to both products (canonical knowledge) and processes of science.… The participant
was characterized by the reformed category described by Luft and Roehrig (2007) as
focusing on mediating student knowledge or interactions. (Campbell et al., 2014,
pp. 1835–1836)

In Campbell et al. (2014) and in the current research, especially entering this first inter-
view, there was no mention or questions that pressed Max to articulate ideas about topic-
specific PCK, since at the time, we were working from an undifferentiated notion of PCK.
This is important to note, for once the discussion turned to topic-specific PCK in the third
interview where reference was made to specific classroom topics, contexts, and episodes,
our undifferentiated notion of PCK was contested.

The responses from the first interview provided additional evidence to triangulate
the standards-based reform teacher orientation profile we had previously constructed.
This can be seen as his beliefs about science teaching and learning espoused in the
interview were characterised as responsive and reformed-based in nature. Luft and
Roehrig (2007) characterised responsive beliefs focused primarily on collaboration,
feedback, or knowledge development and reformed-based beliefs as focused on med-
iating student knowledge or interactions. Evidence of this can be seen as Max
described the most recent lesson he engaged his students in, and why this lesson
was important:

Because they’re doing real science…We’ve collected local weather data, online… but what
does it mean and what relationships can we find between the data? I think it’s important
because it’s real life science work. When they can come back and explain to me what they
found out, then a lot more learning has taken place than if I read a text or just told them
in a lecture.

Collectively, what we drew from this interview did not differ significantly from the
STO we saw from Max in our earlier research, where he espoused reformed beliefs
about the importance of mediating student learning, so that students were supported
in constructing their own evidence-based knowledge claims (Campbell et al., 2014).
Given this, we expected that his previously established reformed STO would be
evident in the classroom in the two topics of instruction we recorded. This is where
we turn next.

Actualised reformed teaching – pollution

When viewing instruction in the first topic, the pollution topic, Max’s reformed orien-
tation seemed to translate into planned opportunities for students to design filtration
systems to purify water that would draw on naturally occurring filtration techniques. In
this, the students spent the first three days of the unit using online resources in an
effort to understand naturally occurring water filtration techniques, before deciding
which techniques they could use in their designed filtration systems during the final
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four days of the unit. Max’s role in this included active questioning designed to engage
students both individually and class-wide in discussions and sense-making:

Sarah: [Question directed at Max] Can we use fire?
Max: You can use a hot plate. Will that work?
Sarah: Will it char a piece of wood?
Max: You want to burn wood? For what?
Sarah: We want to char the outside of wood and put it in as part of the water filter.
Max: You want to char the outside of the wood? What does that do?
Karen: We read about it… It absorbs the impurities.
Max: How does it do that?

In this episode, Max is found focusing the students on sense-making as he asks the stu-
dents to consider what specifically the ‘charred wood’ they are considering including in
their filtration devices does to purify water.

Throughout this topic, it appeared that there is consistency between the reform-based
orientation originally identified for Max and his actualised classroom practices. Students’
initial investigations of water quality using an online simulation that allowed them to
manipulate and test how select variable affected water quality (Days 1–3 in the unit)
and subsequent experimentation related to their water filtration designs (Days 4–7 of
the unit) exemplified reformed visions of science teaching and learning, since students
were encouraged to seek and value alternative modes of investigation as they constructed
and tested the online investigations they completed and purification techniques they con-
structed. Additionally, students made predictions and devised means to test them and gen-
erated ways of interpreting evidence as they explored water quality data, all features of
reformed instruction previously identified in the literature (e.g. Piburn et al., 2000).

Actualised traditional teaching – oceanography

Max’s observed teaching practice in the pollution topic aligned with his reform-based
orientation. However, when we followed his teaching practices into the subsequent ocean-
ography topic, we saw what we would describe as traditional instruction that seemed mis-
aligned with Max’s reformed STO. More specifically, in the oceanography topic, lecture-
based teaching was observed. In this, students were asked direct questions that were fac-
tually based with little opportunity for or requirement of student reasoning. Max delivered
instruction from either the front or side of the classroom, with limited interaction with
students, except to transmit information and monitor basic understanding of material
covered by the lecture. In the following episode, Max is standing at the front of the class-
room using powerpoint slides to teach students about the concepts of convergence, diver-
gence, upwelling and downwelling:

When the air is rotating to left and to the right in each respective hemisphere and the water
does it even more, then you’re going to get it diverging at the Equator and get the upwelling
from the deep-water. There’s this thing called the Ekman transport, so because of the Coriolis
Effect, at a specific depth the water is deflected to the right of the surface and the water under
that is deflected more and more and actually causes this spiral, like a spiral staircase, it spirals
all the way down. So where you have the wind blowing that way on the surface which causes
the Coriolis Effect, the duration of waves or currents to go a little bit off, it’s deflected to the
right in the Northern Hemisphere. Down in the bottom, deep in the ocean, the currents are
actually going in the opposite direction.
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Tim: Like a tornado?
Max: Yeah. So, it’s going in the opposite direction. Overall, since this is a stronger flow,

stronger current than down low, since you are losing energy as you go down.
Overall, the water is moving that way, but it’s moving slower. Kind of like the top
is moving faster than the bottom. Top level ocean currents are a lot bigger than
your bottom ones and then you also have the convection or the opposite direction,
something moving in the opposite direction down low.
[Max moves to side of room to provide directions to students on completion of a
worksheet.]

Max: So now on your paper where it says upwelling and downwelling, define these and
write a method, that’s on the bottom of the front page, if you haven’t already
done. So how are things upwelled and how are things downwelled?

Jack: What is upwelling?

In this episode, students struggle to create relevant connections to understand the con-
cepts. One student attempts to reconcile his understanding of the Coriolis Effect by com-
paring the spiral staircase description to a tornado. While Max does answer in the
affirmative for the student’s connection, it would have been beneficial for the student to
have a dialogue about why a connection was made between the tornado and the Coriolis
Effect and how the student’s understanding of the content or idea created that connection.
In teaching this topic, Max’s role was traditional, in that it focused on transmitting cano-
nical knowledge. The students’ role here was to receive teacher-disseminated knowledge
and culminates in each student completing the same worksheet to demonstrate what
they have understood from the instruction, the antithesis of Max’s apparent reform-
based STO.

Reconciling with manifold ontologies

In the second and third interviews, we sought to reconcile the anomaly that manifested
itself in differences in instruction we found across the two topics. In the second interview,
we called attention to the videos, and associated transcripts, to understand how he per-
ceived his practice. His responses support our assertion that, in terms of both instruction
and orientation, Max is heavily influenced by the content and context of the topics that he
is teaching:

Interviewer: Thinking in terms of student takeaway messages about science. What might
they [students] specifically say connected to your pollution unit or your
oceanography unit as far as takeaway messages about science?

Max: Especially with the pollution unit, the one good activity we do, I want the
takeaway to be going away from this informational driven teaching toward
more of a sense-making experience. What I want them to take away from
science is this is a way to make sense out of things and not so much here’s
a bunch of information that I learned that I can prattle off. There’s connec-
tions within concepts I want them to take away, like how the pollution
stuff and the ocean stuff relate to other systems, how you have energy flow,
how matter moves in these systems, how humans interact with it. Beyond
that, what they can do as critical thinkers to solve problems and to see pro-
blems and how we are going to do it with science.

Interviewer: As far as that objective goes, that would be for both of those units, both the
pollution and oceanography?
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Max: Yeah, the pollution one more so. I think that’s a better unit as far as scientific
takeaways, as far as having them do critical thinking skills than the oceanogra-
phy unit. My takeaway from the oceanography unit was different than the
pollution unit.

Interviewer: How was it different?
Max: With the pollution unit it was using data and critical thinking skills to analyze

the data and come to a solution or a conclusion regarding the data, and then
to develop a solution that would fix it if that were a problem. If you have pol-
lution in a certain place, what’s causing that pollution and how would you fix
it? With oceanography, the general take-away would be I want them to see
how earth’s systems interact.

This excerpt highlights the influence of topic specificity on a teacher’s instructional
strategies. Max attempts to reconcile his teaching in terms of the manifold ontologies
that he ascribes to the two units. The instruction in the pollution unit, the ‘better unit’
relies on a ‘good’ activity to promote a sense-making vision of science. In contrast, the
oceanography unit is tied to a more prosaic vision of science, one in which students
‘see… systems interact’. Later in the interview, Max explicitly laid out the interplay
between the topic, and his teaching orientations.

With the oceanography unit, I see myself as a teacher as kind of a traditional teacher, ‘Here’s
a bunch a stuff I know. I hope you eventually know it too’. I have that back and forth. I’m
trying to go the direction of, like the pollution unit I think is a little bit better that I’m
more of a guide and a mentor to their learning. As a teacher, in the oceanography unit,
I’m more of the director or administrator of their learning, which is a different role.

As previously stated, Max was able to reconcile that his practice was topic- and context-
specific when asked what he wanted as an outcome for the students from both units. His
initial perception of his original practice prior to the video observation was that both units
were integrated seamlessly with a common goal of students making connections about the
content and between the two units. He is able to recognise that differences in his roles
between the two units, identifying himself as a guide or mentor in the pollution unit
and as a director or administrator in the oceanography unit. He attributes this disparity
in roles as a necessary component of each unit. In the pollution unit, his goal was to
allow students to create their own understanding of the concepts and develop a conclusion
to support sense-making and problem-solving related to a real-world situation. In the
oceanography unit, his role was relegated to transmitting information about the world
around them, but not supporting real-world application for the content. However, his
understanding of student engagement and learning led him to believe that his teaching
is topic- and context-dependent in what students ‘take-away’ from the units.

While Max could explicate these differences, he was, nonetheless, surprised by how he
enacted his orientations in the two units:

Interviewer: You talked about when you looked at the selected transcript of an episode [a
short 2-3 minute segment of video that was thought to be representative of
patterns of instruction observed during the unit] from the your oceanography
unit how you didn’t know if that was as much about the experiences with
problem solving you want students to experience in your classroom.

Max: Oh, yeah, when I read it, I was like, ‘Wow, that sucks,’ and then I read your
email again and I was like, ‘Oh, that was me’.
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Now referring to video clips of instruction in the above-mentioned episode:

Those videos, those were rough to watch… it’s indefensible. I’m just talking about things like
it’s going to somehow stick in their heads and they’re going to walk away and be like, ‘Yeah,
Ekman’s spiral, it’s the’ – like they’re not going know – or Ekman transport. They’re not
going to know what that is just because I said it in class, you know?

Max is able to reconcile from his reflections, that he is not specifically a reform-based
teacher, into an understanding that his teaching orientation appears to instead be more
topic-specific. He suggests that his goal of teaching is to allow students to develop an
understanding of the interconnectedness of the two units, specifically between the hydro-
sphere and the geosphere and the impact of human activity on each. He seeks to help stu-
dents understand how human actions impact the environment to allow them to utilise
critical thinking skills to develop a solution.

That’s not as clean-cut, as easy, factual answers. It’s a little more complicated. You get
into climate change and those kinds of things. Like, what are the problems? How does
that relate to the ocean? How does it relate to the atmosphere? How can we fix this?
What are solutions? I want them to think along those lines rather than just knowing
stuff about the atmosphere or the hydrosphere… It allows students to debate, to use criti-
cal thinking skills, to go into those deeper modes of thinking. That’s the takeaway. I hope
to try to push each year more into that realm where they have the deeper thinking pro-
cesses rather than just information.

However, in the third interview, Max begins to reconcile his earlier espoused unitary
belief about his teaching with the reality that his teaching is different across the two
units and that he is transmitting information in the oceanography unit. Furthermore, in
the third interview, we considered Max’s level of understanding of the content knowledge
in each of the topics, particularly oceanography, since we were aware of studies suggesting
that when teachers lack a deep understanding of a science topic, they tend to use a more
traditional style of teaching reliant on lecture, so that they can control classroom discourse
(e.g. Carlsen, 1993; Hollon, Roth, & Anderson, 1991). While this could have played a role,
it did not seem to provide a comprehensive enough explanation since Max reported
having similar coursework in oceanography with both an undergraduate and graduate
course, compared to two environmental science courses that supported his disciplinary
understandings central to teaching the pollution unit. In his own words, he shared that
his preparation in both topics was ‘about the same’.

Similarly, we also considered Max’s knowledge of instructional strategies as a possible
explanation for what was observed across the two units, since this is an important influ-
ence on STOs in the Magnusson et al. model of PCK. In this, Max admitted, ‘[i]f I could
find a similar thing for oceanology, I would do a similar thing’. In this, he was referring to
the simulation he used in the pollution unit that allowed students to investigate how differ-
ent variable influenced water pollution. This hints at how knowledge of instructional strat-
egies potentially played a role in the instruction he shaped for students in the
Oceanography unit. However, evidence was also found to suggest that he thought about
the two topics in different ways (see previous direct quote from Max above). These find-
ings related to Max’s content understandings across the two units and his knowledge of
instructional strategies collectively, leave open the possibility that something more than
what has typically been explained as a lack of content knowledge or lack of knowledge
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of instructional strategies might be useful in explaining the differences that manifest across
the two topics that were observed.

Discussion

In this article, we considered the following research question: To what extent does the
resource activation model of cognition help explain the application of orientations and
topic-specific PCK by a grade 9 science teacher across topics in earth science? Working
with Max, we were intrigued as to how what we originally interpreted as a globally
strong reform-based orientation did not appear to be matched by his actualisation of
reform-based teaching across topics in his grade 9 class. Even within the same class,
Max would move from engaging students through the actualisation of his orientation to
teaching in such a way that even he thought ‘wow, that sucks’. In considering our discus-
sion, we are mindful of the need to be careful in our deliberations based on 16 days of
classroom video from two instructional units of video data and two 90-minute interviews.
However, the fact that Max openly acknowledged that he needs to be aware of the actua-
lisation of his orientation in order to improve his teaching practice gives us confidence in
framing the answer to our research question in terms of teaching coherence, epistemic
fragmentation and stability, and idiosyncrasy.

Coherence

Teaching from a reformed orientation involves seeing (and teaching) science as simul-
taneously a body of canonical knowledge and the practices by which that knowledge devel-
ops. For a teacher to actualise a reformed orientation within a specific topic, then, is to
facilitate learning that allows students, over time, to integrate canonical knowledge with
the practices of science. For a teaching experience to be fully coherent, therefore, a
teacher would need to consistently actualise: ‘a sequence of topics and performances con-
sistent with the logical and, if appropriate, hierarchical nature of the disciplinary content’
(Schmidt et al., 2011, p. 2). As teachers are also learners, such an experience is ‘dependent
on the myriad different ideas that students [or in this case Max] draw on and try to make
sense of in the moment’ (Hammer & Sikorsky, 2015, p. 425). As explained earlier, it is
widely recognised that teachers have different experiences and levels of expertise related
to the topics that they teach. Given this, along with the fact that there can be fundamental
differences across the different science topics in earth science specifically and even more so
for Grades 6–8 science, it is problematic to expect teachers’ STOs to be consistent and
coherent across their instruction of all science topics they teach. Instead, the data in
this research point to the possibility that STOs are topic- and context-dependent, indicat-
ing that there are likely multiple ways in which teachers conceptualise science teaching and
learning. More specifically, the data suggest that Max’s actualisation of his orientation is
locally coherent within a topic, being reliant on a ‘context-dependent activation of finer-
grained knowledge elements that are more loosely organized than “theories”’ (Elby, 2010,
p. 1).

In the first interview, Max professed a sophisticated, strongly reform-based orientation
towards the teaching and learning of science. He spoke of student engagement and scaf-
folding students towards autonomy in investigating scientific phenomena. There was no
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mention, or even consideration, of any potential for this orientation to be differentiated
across the topics he was teaching. As a teacher, Max held to a coherent unitary ontology
in which his reform-based orientation would be consistently enacted across topics. The
videos, however, revealed to Max that this was not the case.

Interpreting the video data of the pollution topic as an example of reformed teaching
would appear to support Max’s professed belief in a reform-based orientation. He
enacted active questioning designed to engage all students, clarified instructional under-
standing, actively monitored small group work, scaffolded learning to facilitate student
sense-making and understanding, and effectively built on their background knowledge
and interests. Interpreting the video data of the oceanography topic as an example of tra-
ditional teaching, however, was to challenge Max’s reform-based orientation. In teaching
this topic, he enacted lecture-based teaching and asked direct factually based questions
that did not extend student thinking, and limited student engagement by transmitting
canonical knowledge. This suggested that different epistemic resources were being acti-
vated across the different topics, resulting in incoherence between Max’s reform-based
orientation and his enacted cognitive states. Seeking to understand this incoherence led
us to consider fragmentation of epistemic resources.

Epistemic fragmentation and stability

In seeking to explain this incoherence, Max was re-interviewed, and we called attention to
transcript clips from the videos to understand how he perceived his actualised practice
across the topics. As Max began to explain what he wanted his students to learn, his com-
mitment to a reformed orientation appeared foundational, as he indicated a commitment
to students’ sense-making. Yet, when questioned in the light of his actualisation of a tra-
ditional teaching practice, Max’s response highlighted a fracturing of how he viewed the
topics, and the stability of the relationship of knowledge to his orientation: ‘my thinking is
a little bit different about these units… [pollution] is a better unit as far as having them do
critical thinking skills than the oceanology unit’.

As revealed in the theoretical framework, from the perspective of a manifold ontology,
epistemic resources are fragmented, and their activation is dependent on topic-specific cir-
cumstances. If the activation of resources is ‘mutually reinforced by each other and/or con-
textual cues’, the result is a stable network of resources that is ‘locally coherent’ (Elby,
2010, p. 15). By stable, we mean the structural cognitive relationship between Max and
each topic, a relationship developed over time and through repeated activations of the
same epistemic resources. In other words, while Max may have claimed an overarching
reform-based orientation to his teaching, his activation of topic-specific epistemic
resources has resulted in two locally coherent, but different actualisations of teaching.
These were actualisations that he was not aware of until confronted with video transcripts.
After viewing the videos, Max described himself as having two different, topic-specific,
actualisations as a teacher.

This topic-specific, local coherence can be understood in terms of framing – the orient-
ing lens for interpreting what is going on in a specific social activity (Elby & Hammer,
2010). By situating their teaching actualisation in relation to the expectations that they
hold for a topic, these expectations can shape what a teacher attends to in their teaching
of the topic (Elby & Hammer, 2010). Furthermore, if a frame is accepted (perhaps
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subconsciously) as topic-specific, then traditional teaching actualisations might be acti-
vated without reference to a more globally held reformed orientation (Elby & Hammer,
2010; Sandoval, 2005). The risk for teachers claiming a reformed orientation, therefore,
may be a failure to recognise that their teaching actualisations may be topic-specific
‘local coherences rather than global coherences resulting from an intuitive meta-theory’
(Elby, 2010, p. 15). This realisation brought us to the notion of idiosyncrasy.

Idiosyncrasy

Teacher professional learning is complex, and to challenge the perpetuation of teachers’
attitudes and practices requires a ‘substantial disequilibrium in teachers thinking’ (Wheat-
ley, 2002, p. 9). For science teachers, this means a shift from emphasising the transmission
of ‘teaching knowledge and skills by lecture [to] one of inquiry into teaching and learning’
(Yager, 2005, p. 17). To achieve that shift, however, requires teachers to be epistemic
agents and have (or make) opportunities to pursue, assess and refine their practice
(Hammer & Sikorsky, 2015). Here, an epistemic agent is understood as someone who
takes responsibility for shaping their knowledge and practice (Scardamalia, 2002;
Stroupe, 2014). A teacher acting as an epistemic agent is also likely to engage in idiosyn-
cratic teaching. Our interpretation of the data indicates that such idiosyncrasy may well be
topic-specific.

Max wanted his students to understand the ‘interconnectedness between the different
units that we teach’. When questioned about his current teaching practice, however, Max
posited that the units shaped his teaching: ‘[the] pollution [unit is] a better unit as far as
having them do critical thinking skills than the oceanology unit. In turn, for “the pollution
unit I see myself as a mentor… the oceanography unit I see myself as traditional”’. While
Max ascribed a reformed orientation to his (global) practice as a science teacher, the reality
is that his orientation in practice was localised and topic-specific.

Conclusion and needed future research

This research was undertaken as an exploratory ‘proof of concept’ examination of whether
preliminary evidence could be found of a teacher’s negotiation of context-dependent
teaching states through the interactions of orientations, PCK topic specificity, and the acti-
vation of knowledge resources. This focus emerged out of an attempt to address, among
other things, gaps in the literature related to how STOs shape classroom instruction (Abell,
2007; Friedrichsen et al., 2011). However, because of the diachronic nature of the findings
in comparison to what was expected, a revisiting of the literature occurred, not only to
consider research related to teacher knowledge (e.g. Hashweh, 2005), but also research
on models of cognition (e.g. Hammer et al., 2005) that show promise in accounting for
the somewhat unanticipated emergent findings. In the end, what we present here is evi-
dence of differences in one teacher’s teaching across two topics, with the contribution
to the research literature residing in the early promising evidence related to the explana-
tory power of context-specific cognitive states, based on Hammer et al.’s resource perspec-
tive of cognition.

Beyond offering a potentially powerful theoretical perspective for how teachers’ episte-
mic resources (e.g. PCK, STOs) shape instruction, this research also points to the
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additional research that is needed to continue to understand the role of context in activat-
ing the fine-grained resources teachers draw on to shape instruction. In this, it is worth
exploring how research like Muis, Bendixen, and Haerle’s (2006) review of research on
personal epistemologies might offer a possible mechanistic explanation for understanding
more specifically how context might be responsible for shaping resource activation. The
work of Muis et al. leaves open the possibility of the existence of both domain-general
and domain-specific beliefs serving as resources for shaping instruction. In this, Muis
et al., conceptualise domain-general and domain-specific beliefs relative to, among
other things, the degree to which there is a relation between justifications for knowing
across domains, or in this case of earth science, across the different science topics
taught (e.g. socio-scientific issues, physical processes that shape earth’s systems). While
Muis et al.’s findings are not examined in great detail in this current research, it does
provide one possible area of needed future research, especially since those critical features
of contexts that activate resources have, to date, been underexplored. Lastly, as discussed
in the findings, while there are other explanations that have been put forth to explain this
disjuncture found in how teachers shape instruction across science topics related to a lack
of content knowledge in one discipline (e.g. Carlsen, 1993; Hollon et al., 1991) or knowl-
edge of instructional strategies (e.g. Magnusson et al., 1999), this research offers at least
another potentially powerful framework for understanding how teachers think about
and construct experiences for their students.
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